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By Nicholas C. Zakas

John Wiley Sons Inc, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. 3rd Edition. Language: English
. Brand New Book. This book provides a developer-level introduction along with more advanced
and useful features of JavaScript. Coverage includes: JavaScript use with HTML to create dynamic
webpages, language concepts including syntax and flow control statementsvariable handling given
their loosely typed naturebuilt-in reference types such as object and arrayobject-oriented
programingpowerful aspects of function expressionsBrowser Object Model allowing interaction
with the browser itselfdetecting the client and its capabilitiesDocument Object Model (DOM) objects
available in DOM Level 1how DOM Levels 2 and 3 augmented the DOMevents, legacy support, and
how the DOM redefined how events should workenhancing form interactions and working around
browser limitationsusing the tag to create on-the-fly graphicsJavaScript API changes in HTML5how
browsers handle JavaScript errors and error handlingfeatures of JavaScript used to read and
manipulate XML datathe JSON data format as an alternative to XMLAjax techniques including the
use of XML object and CORScomplex patterns including function currying, partial function
application, and dynamic functionsoffline detection and storing data on the client
machinetechniques for JavaScript in an enterprise environment for better maintainability This
book is aimed at three groups of readers: Experienced object-oriented programming developers...
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The ideal publication i at any time go through. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am pleased to inform you that this is actually
the greatest book i have got read through during my individual existence and might be he best book for at any time.
-- Alexa ndr e Cr uicksha nk-- Alexa ndr e Cr uicksha nk

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldr idg e Reilly-- Eldr idg e Reilly
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